In Kind Wish List
Thank you for your interest in donating your gently used equipment to the WRV community! Assistance in making purchases is also welcome. Below are some items that would be very useful in our work to restore the land.

- 4wd 12-passenger van
- Waders of different sizes for use in instream work
- 8ft tall A-frame ladder
- Canopy tents without leaks - please speak to a staff member for specs.
- Extendable pruning hook/saw
- Pruners/loppers
- Heavy-duty shelves or high-quality mountable cabinets (not bookshelves, please see Jess@wlrv.org for details)
- Internal frame backpacks for backpacking
  - medium waist belt and torso sizes
  - Large (torso size)
- 2-person lightweight tents-3 season
- Mummy style or tall sleeping bags rated to 15-20 degrees.
- Trucks and hybrid sedans – Please contact staff for discussion of exact specifications.
- Truck bed covers for current trucks – Please contact staff for discussion of exact specifications.
- A 6'+ roof box (ie Yakima or Thule)
- Rotary hammer
- Gently used climbing equipment, such as cams and other anchors
- A greenhouse box or small cold frame hoops
- Stihl/Husqvarna chainsaws and other associated tools and PPE
- Post hole diggers
- Angle grinders and/or other power tools + any corresponding batteries that are in good shape
- Outdoor (weatherproof) lockable storage bins
- Trailer locks
- Small eco-washer for kitchen towels (please see Jess@wlrv.org for specs, we have one in mind)
- Hand tools that are in good shape and are tough: shovels, metal tine rakes, rock bars, axes, pick mattocks. We may not be able to accept all items, but if you send a photo, we can tell you if we need those specific tools.
- Portable light weight generators
- Tarps/canvas blankets
- Vintage crosscut saws (check in with Nate)
- Tablet computers
- Hammocks – please email Amy Ansari, amy@wlrv.org ;)

Things we currently don’t need:
- Books - we don’t have capacity to manage a library, but you are welcome to offer them to staff you think might be personally interested. Local libraries also love donations.
- Trailers
- Office furniture
- Desktop computers/printers
- Used clothing – we’re full up on loaner gear at this time. Please consider donating to your local thrift store or homeless shelter.